
HOW TO WRITE A DIALOGUE WITH QUOTATIONS ABOUT CHILDREN

In this lesson, you will learn the correct way to write and punctuate the things people say. These things include direct
quotations and conversations.

Continuing to learn is what makes the difference between okay writers and real, great authors-to-be. Because
most academic papers do not use dialogue, many students would benefit from a fiction writing class if they
intend to write in this genre. Much like with anything that has rules, there are always exceptions. A comma is
enclosed in the first set of words. Probably not, but it serves our example here well! A dash can also be used,
or you can leave out the quotation marks completely, but think carefully why you would want to do that. Does
it move the plot forward or develop a character? Yes, we all still run across the occasional person who can
hold a dinner party spellbound with his telling of a story, but there will nonetheless be interruptions,
interjections, and asides. Look in a fiction book and notice how many new paragraphs are on a page because
of the dialogue and speakers changing. New Speaker, New Paragraph Each time a new speaker begins
speaking, a new paragraph begins. When a tagline interrupts a sentence, it should be set off by commas. Place
tags and names at the appropriate place in the middle of a sentence. This week I want to talk about punctuating
and formatting dialogue in your novels and stories. Note: if this happens, put in some commas so the readers
interpret it how you hear it! Join Chandler Bolt at his FREE Webinar Training as he reveals the exact tactics
and strategies he used to write and publish 6 bestselling books in a row â€” and how he used them to build a
7-figure business in less than 2 years! Correct Example: Mark walked across the room to the corner dresser.
Happy writing. As you can see in the example above, the dialogue tag is in front, followed by a comma
outside of the quotations. Here are two more common dialogue mistakes to avoid. Your readers should be able
to tell the difference between characters based on their sentences. Same old, same old.


